How Many Text-Books

"Flunked Out" Last Semester

Elaborate treatment is a stiff test that every M.I. T. text-book must go through. Very few come out with honors. Many flunk hard and are dropped. And that's expensive for you. Text-books bound in Deny FabriKoid can be used確かに in the hardest tests. FabriKoid is a specially-treated material that is wear-destroying, tough and durable. At the same time, as you probably know, FabriKoid books are attractive and good-looking. What's more, they keep their used books. For FabriKoid may be washed and scrubbed away as a whole. Ordinary paper and water do not do this. FabriKoid bound books are the answer to your problem of having beautiful looking books that "stand the riff." FabriKoid bound books have proved their long life time and time again. Ask for books bound in genuine de Pont FabriKoid.
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THE TECH

FRANK DAME OUT
OF TENNIS MATCH

Captain Out With Injured Nose—Four Singles, Two
Doubles Matches

Encouraged by their wins over the Boston University, the Technology tennis team will play Tufts this afternoon. The fresh team will play to narrow ambitions (their matches are to be played at Tufts, starting at 2:30 and afternoon). Led by the loss of Frank Dama, needed number one, and teaming of the equal, the Verity will play only a four man team in today's match. Captain Dunn is in the hospital, with a non-operated Jones, shifted to Number One Man still absent, second ranking player, and staff of the other one switched in. The Technicians will step up a piece with Rogers and Penn

WHERE

on a night like this?

—After the game?
—Before the show?
—or at MIDNIGHT?

HERE you'll find good food, good music and good company. Enjoy yourself thoroughly. Reserved dinner, $1.50—$2.50—no cover charge after 9:30. 

NO MINIMUM CHARGE on any line in the First Bar. Shortcut, 5th Ave.

EGYPTIAN ROOM
Hotel Brunswick
Downtown at Court S.

Here it is....and for rental——our
New Breasted TUXEDO

111 South 29th St.
Wilmington Delaware PROVIDENCE

REAL & WHITE

At Virginia and Kentucky
...down where tobacco grows

ALUMNI BODY NAMES
4 FOR CORPORATION

Vacancy Filled in Addition to
Three Annual Elections

Here is the list of the Technical faculty, who have been
appointed to the corporation, W. Malcolm Cope, Head
Bill Jones, B. S., was elected President
of the association, and William
H. Coburn, Treasurer, and
Franklin, Secretary. The cor-

sanctuary's.
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